places.
Since the code C is &az-correcting, it follows that oi = C-l(tii) = C-l(0) =~.
•1 Ic"(w)l = o(6ma. . logm).
•1 It concatenates it to Wj and com-( )) = 9$> which is its putes c~~~l (~&'l,~l w "guess" for w. It then tests whether h(g$) = h(w). In case of equality, it sets its output to be oj = g;, and changes its state from I? to K. At the last phase, 1 = q, when a processor Pj receives value Oi, from some processor pi, then Pj sets oj = oi. The algorithm ends after phase q.
Lemma 3.5 The probability that some processor produces an incorrect output is bounded a hove by c.
Proofi
We bound the probability that a processor pj outputs an incorrect value at phase 1, given that all the outputs at phases before phase 1 where correct. This event implies that g: # w, but h(g~) = h(w). However, the hash function h was chosen so as to guarantee that this probability is at most~. Summing over all possible bad events, this implies that the probability that some processor ends with an incorrect output is bounded by c. given~, the average discrepancy, and c, O <:
c < 1, with probability 1 -~solves the broadcast with partial knowledge correctly.
In the case that the solution is correct the time complexity is O(n + m + log~) and the communication complexity is 0(6 " n " log m + n log~)
bits.
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